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AbstractMotorcyclists are among the most vulnerable road users in road traffic. Often, the cause of accidentsis a loss of control on rural roads which could be averted by making use of the physical potential interms of larger lean angles. At the same time, in reality driven lean angles over a larger group of ridersand a longer route are unknown which is mainly due to the special measuring technology required.The focus is therefore on the development of a low-cost measurement method for measuring the leanangles of motorcycles. Smartphones are usually characterized by integrated inertial sensors, whichare suitable for the acquisition of motorcycle driving dynamics. Employing a smartphone app tailoredto the requirements for collecting measurement data on the motorcycle, the data of the sensors arerecorded. During the offline evaluation, the rotation angles between the smartphone and the motorcy-cle coordinate system are determined, the inertial measurement data are transformed and the rollangle is calculated. An essential part is the alignment of the developed measurement chain with ahigh-precision measurement system. This was carried out on different routes and thus the data qualitywas determined. As a feasibility study, a test person study with several participants was carried out,which confirmed the practical suitability of the measurement chain. Hence, the study outcomes arebriefly shown and discussed. The successful validation on different routes, the practical suitability of thedata acquisition and the accuracy of the measurement system encourage to roll out the smartphoneapp to a larger panel of test persons and thus to collect data on a larger driver collective.
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Introduction
As unprotected road users, motorcyclists are amongthe most vulnerable groups of road users [1]. Dueto their naturally unstable driving dynamics, a highpower-to-mass ratio and the roads to be travelled,their accident severity is above average. Addition-ally, motorcyclists are particularly likely to sufferserious injuries in accidents due to their small pro-tection zone. Compared to car drivers, motorcyclistsare [2, 3]:
• 3,9 times more often involved in a traffic acci-dent,
• 6,7 times more often injured in a traffic acci-dent,
• 20,6 times more often killed in a traffic acci-dent.
Hereby, over 45% of all killed motorcyclists crashin curves, mostly caused by subjectively too highperceived speed [4]. However, the speed and thusthe number of accidents could often be reduced byincreasing the corresponding lean angle.In general, the reasons for driven lean anglesseem to be diverse. Bauer et al. motivate that mo-

torcyclists do not take advantage of the physicallimit of their vehicles [4]. Spiegel [5] anticipatesthat a natural lean angle limit of 20◦ exists. Otherscorrelate driven lean angles with rider character-istics: Winkelbauer et al. with annual mileage [6],Hädrich with driving experience in years [7] andPraschl et al. with rider type (e.g. from sporty tocomfort-oriented) [8]. Nevertheless, there exists nosystematic review on the reasons for specific leanangle behavior of motorcyclists, despite researchmethods exist.
In addition to motorcycle riding simulators (e.g.[9]), naturalistic riding studies (NRS) are one wayof investigating driven lean angles (e.g. [10]). Upto now, the latter is mainly based on motorcy-cles equipped with special measurement technol-ogy. While measurement-motorcycle-studies en-sure high data quality, the rider collective to be ad-dressed is normally quite small due to high effortsin terms of cost and administration. In contrast,smartphones are a low-cost alternative, which isboth inexpensive and widely available. With over57.7 million (69% of the population) smartphoneusers in Germany and a user share of 95% in the
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motorcycle relevant target group up to 49 years[11], they seem to be an interesting research tool.This is also proven by a steadily increasing amountof research studies demonstrating the suitability ofsmartphone sensors for research purposes [12–23].The closest research to ours was done byKamimura et al. [24] who developed first singleelements towards a complete measurement chain:A smartphone application and data filtering / dataanalysis components.With focus to the measurement of driven leanangles, there are also smartphone applications suchas calimoto R©1 or EatSleepRide R©2. However, theydo not provide insight into the exact lean angle andcalibration methods and thus may not be used forour research purposes.Therefore, this paper focuses on develop-ing a performant and low-cost smartphone-measurement-toolchain for the investigation ofdriven lean angles of large rider collectives.
1. State of Research

Regarding the state of research, we briefly go intothe basics of motorcycle lateral dynamics (1.1) andapplied coordinate systems (1.2), give an overviewover smartphone sensors (1.3) and how the motor-cycle roll angle can be estimated from sensor data(1.4).
1.1 Motorcycle Lateral DynamicsIn contrast to a two-track vehicle, a motorcycle re-quires a lean angle to be able to negotiate a curvewith the curvature κ = 1/r. While a car rolls to theoutside of the curve when cornering, a motorcyclerequires a roll angle towards the centre of the curveto support the centrifugal force. In the case of sta-tionary cornering, the resultant of centrifugal force
FC = mv2κ and weight force FG = mg points throughthe tyre contact line where m being the mass of thevehicle, v the forward speed and g the earth gravityconstant.An equation for the roll angle ϕth can be derivedfrom the vectorial forces, resulting in the followingrelationship.

FG · sinϕth = FC · cosϕth⇔ ϕth = arctan
v2 ·κ

g
(1)

Equation 1 shows that at higher lateral accel-eration v2κ or higher speed, a larger roll angle isnecessary to pass the curve. Due to the tire width,which is finite in reality, the tire contact point on thetire surface moves towards the center of the curveduring cornering. Therefore, a larger roll angle mustbe set, which is composed of the physically effectiverolling angle ϕth and an additional angle ϕ ′. Figure 1
1calimoto GmbH, Potsdam, Germany2Kissaki Red Inc. of Toronto, Ontario, Canada
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Illustration of Eq. 1 under the assumption of infinitely narrow,undeformed tyres (therefore ϕth) and the neglect of gyroscopicforces. The effective roll angle ϕ is the result when taking intoaccount the tirewidth t.
Figure 1. Ideal and real roll angle; inspired by [25]

illustrates both the theoretical and geometric totalroll angle.The geometric total roll angle ϕ is therefore cal-culated by adding the physically effective roll angle
ϕth and the additional roll angle ϕ ′. While Cossalter[25] gives an equation that takes into account theadditional roll angle due to tire width (Eq. 3), theadditional roll angle could on average be simplifiedto approx. 10 % [26] - see Eq. 3.

ϕ = ϕth +ϕ
′ = ϕth +arcsin

t · sin
(

arctan v2·κ
g

)

h− t
(2)

ϕ = ϕth +ϕ
′ ≈ 1,1ϕth (3)

Due to the relationship between centrifugal andweight forces already presented, a maximum possi-ble drivable roll angle of 50◦ can be achieved for dryroad conditions and the assumption of a coefficientof friction of µ = 1. Additional components of themotorcycle like luggage, exhaust parts or footrestscan lower this theoretically possible roll angle.
1.2 Coordinate SystemsThe coordinate system used is based on DIN ISO8855 [27]. The coordinate origin of the vehicle-related system is located in the centre of grav-ity of the vehicle. The axes are described with
[(Xmcy,Ymcy,Zmcy)]

T . Xmcy is located in the longitudi-nal median plane of the vehicle and points horizon-tally to the front, while Ymcy points to the left andis vertical to this plane. Following the right-handconvention, Zmcy points upwards. Rotations aroundthe axes Xmcy and Ymcy are called rolling and pitching,and a rotation around the vertical axis Zmcy is calledyawing. The roll angle is designated ϕ . The timederivation of the roll angle is called roll rate ϕ̇ .
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1.3 Smartphone Sensors
Modern smartphones typically integrate an ac-celerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer as”hardware” sensors which are accompanied by aGPS receiver. Additionally, luxmeters, microphones,proximity sensors and barometers are also oftenavailable. Within the operating system, an applica-tion can retrieve sensor data over well documentedAPIs.

The accuracy of the sensors built into currentsmartphone models is something that most smart-phone manufacturers provide little informationabout. A comparison of high-precision measure-ment technology and different smartphone sensorsby Schelewsky et al. [12] comes to the conclusionthat the variance of smartphone sensor technologyhas decreased considerably (71%) over time, for ex-ample from iPhone3 4 to iPhone3 5. Nevertheless,there is a significant difference between precisionmeasurement technology and the best smartphonethat is compared.
A further comparison to the commercial avail-able inertial measurement platforms from GeneSysElektronik [28] shows that the variance of accelera-tion and gyro sensors between iPhone3 5 and ADMAG differ by a factor of 2000 and 6000. Comparing thedata from Schelewsky et al. and Genesys, we findthat the noise density, which describes the lower res-olution limit of a sensor, is also many times higherfor smartphone sensors than for high-precision sen-sors.
Ma et al. [29] evaluate sensor quality of mo-bile phone sensors and conclude that accelerom-eter and gyroscope sensors are rather stable andGPS deviation is not more than 10m from the actualvalue.
Kos et al. [30] use a cloud-based data collectionenvironment to gain more insight into sensor perfor-mance for cross-platform smartphone developers.Among other details, they state that the sensor qual-ity between platforms varies considerably and evenwithin the same model. That motivates the questionif smartphone sensors are suitable for capturing thedynamics of motorcycle riding.

1.4 Roll angle Estimation Methods
The authors identified four roll angle estimationmethod clusters. These are 1) the frequency sepa-ration principle, 2) optical sensors, 3) Kalman Filtersensor fusion and 4) others. For now, we deliber-ately exclude algorithms to estimate the pose andposition of bodies which are developed in the fieldof inertial navigation. To determine the impact ofthe existing methods on the methods to be devel-oped, the findings are concluded shortly at the endof this section.

3Trademark of Apple Inc.

Frequency Separation Taking into account thecharacteristics of motorcycle maneuvers, the fre-quency separation principle features the fusion ofthe integrated roll rate (high frequency) with a some-how calculated stationary roll angle (low frequency)values. The accordingly low- and highpass filteredchannels are then added up to give a roll angle esti-mation.Boniolo et al. [31] use different datasets of iner-tial sensors to estimate the low-frequency part withthe use of a neural network. Also, through optimisa-tion, the separating frequency is determined. Thebest combination of inertial data was a set of thelateral acceleration, yaw rate and forward velocity.Later, Boniolo and Savaresi [32] find that angularrates measurements also provide sufficient accu-racy regarding the low-frequency component. Intheir patent, Ambruzs et al. [33] describe the cal-culation of the stationary roll angle mainly basedon the lateral and vertical acceleration. This alsotakes into account the additional roll angle due totire width.
Optical Sensors Two or more optical sensors whichmeasure the distance to the ground are used. Thesensors are e.g. mounted on the left and right footpeg. Through trigonometry calculations, the roll an-gle can be calculated. This method is often usedto deliver ground-truth data in the developmentstage. Boniolo et al. [34] state that the optical sen-sor method is a cost-effective method to provide avalid roll angle signal despite that rough asphalt orsolar light can reduce the accuracy of the measuringsystem. Additional uncertainty analysis and changeof the sensor principle in [35] reveals that the weakpoints of the method could be eliminated. However,Lot et al. [36] still mention some problems with theoptical sensor method when comparing the resultsto a roll angle estimation method.
Kalman Filtering Regarding roll angle estimation,Kalman filters are used to fuse signals from dif-ferent sensors. Like in the frequency separationmethod, usually stationary and dynamic measure-ment channels are separately fed into the filter. Thefilter outputs an optimal estimation value. Corbettaet al. [37] compare Extended (EKF) and UnscentedKalman (UKF) filters and state that the UKF is morerobust regarding to initialisation value uncertainties.Also Schlipsing et al. [38] use an EKF with an esti-mation of the additional roll angle due to tire widthby setting ϕ ′ = 1,11. By deriving the state-space for-mulation out of a multibody system for the core ofan EKF, Lot et al. [36] estimate the roll angle basedon simulations with errors. Often, the Root MeanSquare Error (RMSE) is used for a comparison ofdifferent time signals. Here, the error is about 4◦and RMSE = 1.5◦. Validation on a real race trackyields roll angle errors with peaks above 10◦ and
RMSE = 4◦.
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Others Different methods for roll angle estimationare the pure calculation by GPS data only [7] or theuse of image processing algorithms to estimate theroll angle from a video camera [38].
Conclusion It can be concluded that the clusters”Others” and ”Optical Sensors” can be omitted sinceno useful sensors exist on a smartphone to applythese methods. Usually, smartphones are equippedwith cameras but those might in practice be oc-cluded while riding a motorcycle. Also, GPS datafrom smartphones can be rather inaccurate. In apreliminary study, we identify a max. sampling fre-quency of 1Hz, which also excludes a calculationof the roll angle with GPS data only. With the ”Fre-quency Separation Principle” and ”Kalman Filters”leftover we conclude that the key feature of a suc-cessful method is a good estimation of the station-ary roll angle. Regarding the dynamic part, the inte-gration of the roll rate ϕ̇ is well established.To fuse both the dynamic and stationary parts,the frequency separation principle is often used.Usually, the separation frequency is set empiricallyor through optimisation which is one error contrib-utor to the whole method. The authors, therefore,propose to use a simple linear Kalman Filter whichitself outputs an optimal estimation of the roll angle.

2. Methods
The measurement chain is separated between (on-line) data measurement and (offline) postprocess-ing as can be seen in Figure 2. This means thatthe tailor - cut smartphone app ”MotoLogger” isoptimized for reliably recording raw data on themotorcycle which is then transferred via USB toa computer. The subsequent transformation, fil-tering, calculation and event- filtering tasks hap-pen within a stationary MATLAB R© environment.The MATLAB R© environment is programmed object-oriented so that the datasets for different rides canbe processed efficiently.Institut für Automobiltechnik Dresden IAD, Lehrstuhl Kraftfahrzeugtechnik
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Figure 2. Topology of the measurement chain witha smartphone app and offline processingenvironment

2.1 Smartphone ApplicationDespite Staaks et al. [39] present a smartphoneapplication ”phyphox” for conducting educationalphysics experiments, the authors decided to de-

velop a tailored Android4 application, called “Mo-toLogger”, due to several reasons. Firstly, the Mo-toLogger application is designed for high usability.Study-specific parameters, like age and rider-ID, canbe directly retrieved from the users (see Figure 3).Moreover, the user interface was kept as simple aspossible avoiding mishandling. Secondly, the mea-surement data are continuously written in ASCIIreadable files (*.csv) at each time step for each sen-sor preventing data loss due to interruptions (e.g.overheating). Thirdly, the sampling rates can beset to the corresponding requirement (Gyroscope,Accelerometer = 100Hz, GPS = 1Hz). Fourthly, thestart of each sensor recording can be aligned. Thisis highly relevant since the start of GPS recordingdepends on the GPS-signal being available. Fifthly,the user-specific data are only saved in the inter-nal memory to ensure data privacy. Finally, energyrequirements can be set to a maximum as usuallyapps are required to be battery-saving and there-fore restricted by the operating system. Tests withthe mid-class smartphone “LG G7fit” proofed a max-imum recording time of 4 hours due to battery lifeand a storage-consumption of 100MB per record-ing hour. By connecting the smartphone with themotorcycle’s electric system and considering thebuilt-in storage capacity of 32GB, the recording of awhole day-trip is possible.

Overview of the MotoLogger app’s user interface, which consistsof two different windows. Left: Form for filling in rider data (age,rider code). Right: Instantaneous values, two buttons to startand stop data logging and valuable system information.
Figure 3. User interface of the ”MotoLogger”application

4Android is a trademark of Google LLC.
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2.2 Smartphone Coordinate TransformationBy definition, the typical orientation of an Androidsmartphone (short: SP) coordinate system pointswith the Y-axis towards the top edge of the screen,the X-axis points towards the right edge of thescreen and the Z-axis points out of the screen to-wards the viewer. For example, a smartphone whichis mounted on the motorcycle with the top edgepointing in the direction of travel and the displayaiming towards the rider is therefore rotated by ayaw angle of ψSP = 90◦ and e.g. a roll angle ϕSP = 33◦to the vehicle coordinate system (see Figure 4).

Figure 4. Rotation of coordinate systems
However, different mounting methods implythat the orientation of the smartphone coordinatesystem to the coordinate system of the motorcyclemay be different for each ride. A measurement ofthe respective angles to the motorcycle coordinatesystem would be very complex and is not practica-ble, especially for future test rides where the testperson should also have the possibility to carry outthe test independently. Consequently, a methodwas developed that automatically transforms themeasurement data related to the smartphone co-ordinate system (see Figure 5) into the motorcyclecoordinate system. The method is separated intothree major steps described below.

Step 1 Tests with various test persons have shownthat an automated determination of the roll andpitch angles cannot be reliably carried out when thevehicle is standing still, as in this case it must beassumed that the vehicle is as upright as possible.As soon as the motorcycle is standing on the sidestand or there is a roll angle when stationary dueto a too-short leg length, the above requirementis not met and the transformation is faulty. There-fore, a datapoint selection has to be applied to find”straight maneuvers without accelerating”.The first data point selection applies if a mini-mum speed of vmin = 30km/h is reached, the accel-eration of athresh = 0,3m/s2 is not exceeded and thesum of the three rotation rates does not exceed acalculated threshold value. Looking at the sum ofrotation rates is admissible, since at least the pitchand roll rate would be present in the motorcycle

coordinate system while stationary cornering. Thefollowing Eqs. 4 - 6 are used for a calculation todetermine the speed-dependent threshold value ofthe rotation rates:

ψ̇glob = v ·κ =
tanϕthresh ·g

v
(4)

θ̇mcy = sinϕthresh · ψ̇glob (5)
ψ̇mcy = cosϕthresh · ψ̇glob (6)

ω̇thresh,mcy = θ̇mcy + ψ̇mcy (7)
In the above equations, the yaw rate ψ̇glob de-scribes the rotation rate about a global inertial sys-tem whereas θ̇mcy and ψ̇mcy describe the rotationrates within the motorcycle coordinate system.Only one threshold value for the desired roll an-gle and the measured (GPS) speed is needed withinthe equations 4 - 6. With a maximum threshold rollangle of ϕthresh = 3◦, the curve for the sum of therotation rates follows in Figure 6.Combining the rotation rate criterion with thespeed and acceleration criterion, maneuvers forrunning straight without accelerating or decelerat-ing can be selected. Figure 7 shows the result of thedata point selection.The calculation of the pitch and roll angle fromthe triaxial acceleration data follows the conventionof a rotation sequence X-Y-Z, which correspondsto the extrinsic rotation sequence for the Z-Y-X se-quence prescribed in DIN 8855 [27]. The follow-ing equations apply to the calculation of the smart-phone pitch and roll angles:

ϕSP = atan
(

ay

az

)
(8)

θSP = atan


 −ax√

a2
y +a2

z


 (9)

Due to the permitted threshold values for the se-lection of the data points, a scattered range for theangles of rotation results. The actual rotation angleis determined from the median of the data points,which can be e.g. read graphically or selected auto-matically from a representation of the cumulativefrequency function (CDF) of a data set - see Figure8.
Step 2 In the second step (see Figure 5), the accel-erations and rotation rates are transformed into ahorizontal coordinate system in a first transforma-tion with the assumption ψSP = 0. This means thatthe Z-axes of smartphone and motorcycle coordi-nate system already match, so that the transformedyaw rate matches the yaw rate in the motorcyclecoordinate system.
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The determination of the rotation angles between the smartphone and the motorcycle coordinate system is divided into threesteps. First, the roll and pitch angles are determined from the acceleration due to gravity which is always effective. Then, the inertialmeasurement data is pre-transformed into the horizonted coordinate system. In the third step, the yaw angle can be determinedfrom the effective acceleration during braking maneuvers when driving straight ahead.
Figure 5. Method for coordinate transformation
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Figure 6. Velocity dependent rotational ratethreshold value for running straight; ϕthresh = 3◦

Step 3 In the third step, the selection of valid datapoints, which are used to determine the yaw angle,is based on the criterion ”braking straight ahead”.A straight-ahead ride is determined by comparingthe threshold value from Eq. 6 only and the nowtransformed yaw rate ψ̇ ′. To determine sectionswhile braking, the sum of accelerations is formedfrom the transformed accelerations ax and ay. Thesign missing due to the squaring of the terms isdetermined from the filtered time derivative of theGPS velocity vGPS. Finally, the data points with abraking acceleration of at least ax,mcy = 2,5m/s2 anda minimum speed of vmin = 30km/h are provided forfurther evaluation. Then, the missing yaw angle canbe calculated from the horizonted selected data (Eq.10):

ψSP = sign(aGPS) · cos


 a′x√

a′2x +a′2y


 (10)

Similar to the above procedure, the yaw angle isalso defined by the median of the calculated angles
ψSP (see Figure 8).
Data Transformation With the now known anglesof rotation of the smartphone to the motorcycle, allinertial raw data are transformed into the motorcy-cle coordinate system by transformation using the
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The threshold value from Eq. 7 is applied to the sum of all smart-phone rotation rates. The data points from the rotational velocitycriterion are then overlaid with the criterion of constant speed.The selected data points (in green) are used for the calculationof the pitch and roll angle of the smartphone.
Figure 7. Selection of datapoints for runningstraight

transformation matrices RX ,Y,Z (Eqs. 11-13) whichresult in RXY Z (Eq. 14):

RX =




1 0 0
0 cos(ϕ̂SP) −sin(ϕ̂SP)
0 sin(ϕ̂SP) cos(ϕ̂SP)


 (11)

RY =




cos(θ̂SP) 0 sin(θ̂SP)
0 1 0

−sin(θ̂SP) 0 cos(θ̂SP)


 (12)

RZ =




cos(ψ̂SP) −sin(ψ̂SP) 0
sin(ψ̂SP) cos(ψ̂SP) 0

0 0 1


 (13)

RXY Z = RX ×RY ×RZ (14)
After the transformation all inertial data are avail-able in the motorcycle coordinate system and are
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ψ̂SP = 86.7◦, see below)
Figure 8. Selection of transformation angle values

stored next to the raw data in the measurementdataset.
2.3 Data FilteringThe recorded raw measurement data from thesmartphone on the motorcycle is characterized bya high proportion of unwanted vibration compo-nents, which are due on the one hand to the vehi-cle’s own vibrations of the combustion engine drivetrain and on the other hand to external excitationsuch as road or air excitation. These vibration com-ponents must be filtered out for data evaluationto investigate the actual behavior of the riders. Incomparison to the driving dynamics of the riderand the whole vehicle, these additional influencesare higher-frequency vibration components. Thischaracteristic makes a low-pass filter suitable forremoving these components.According to [31], the bandwidth of the roll dy-namics is about 3Hz. The rotational rates are there-fore filtered with a frequency lying above that value.In [24], the cutoff frequency is 1Hz for accelerations.Following cut-off frequencies result for the variousdata channels, see table 1:

Table 1. Lowpass Filter frequencies
parameter fc / Hz

accelerations 1 Hzrotational rates 5 Hzforward velocity 0,3 Hz
Specifically, a low-pass filter with Butterworthcharacteristics is used. Besides, the offline evalua-tion includes forward and backward filtering, sinceno real-time calculation is necessary and the phaseshift between channels that would otherwise re-sult can be eliminated. Finally, Figure 9 shows anexample of the post-processing of a longitudinal ac-celeration signal ax with raw data and filtered data.In this example, the cause of the high-frequencydisturbance is the fixture of the smartphone whichhas an eigenfrequency of about 18Hz. Through fix-

ing the smartphone to fairing parts or the rear seat,these disturbances can be eliminated partially ”me-chanically” while data acquisition (see Figures 11and 17).
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The high-frequency disturbance components of the signal can beeffectively filtered out with the cut-off frequency used, resultingin a smoothed and physically plausible signal which is used forfurther investigations.
Figure 9. Example for data filtering

2.4 Roll Angle EstimationDue to the recording of measurement data usinga smartphone, there are some limitations for theroll angle calculation. Thus, a method has to beimplemented providing the most precise calculationresults for the roll angle despite negative propertiesof the data signals. Since a calculation of the rollangle by GPS position or GPS speed does not yieldsufficiently accurate results (low sampling rate &accuracy), the calculation of the roll angle shouldpreferably be based on the measurement data ofthe inertial sensor system of the smartphone ratherthan relying on GPS data only.To minimize the number of necessary calculationdata, the additional roll angle is calculated directlyfrom the available measurement data. The lateral
ay,mcy and vertical az,mcy acceleration acting in themotorcycle coordinate system can be used for thispurpose, meaning that e.g. measurement of thetire width or estimation of the additional roll angledue to tire width is not necessary. Therefore, wepropose the methodology for roll angle estimationdepicted in Figure 10.Switching between the stationary roll angle chan-nels is introduced because accelerometers that arenot calibrated exactly can cause deviations of theroll angle around the upright position. The effort ofa sensor calibration (e.g. [40]) was deliberately omit-ted, because it might not be possible to perform itreliably in case of a distribution of the smartphoneapp over a larger rider collective. For small roll an-gles predicted in the Kalman filter ϕ < 10◦, the rollangle is calculated from the longitudinal speed and
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Schematic structure of the lean angle estimation algorithm used with a linear Kalman filter. In the Kalman filter, three measurementdata channels are merged. The actual roll angle is supplied as a calculated channel, whereby a distinction is made between anapproximate straight-ahead travel and curve travel by switching at a limit roll angle of ϕlim = 10◦. The calculated stationary lean angleis then fused with the measured roll rate ϕ̇ by a linear Kalman Filter.
Figure 10. Algorithm for roll angle estimation

yaw rate (see Eq. 15). Especially on straight sectionsof the track, the GPS speed is sufficiently accurateso that the longitudinal speed can be used here.

ϕmeas,GPS = asin
(

vGPS · ψ̇mcy

g

)
(15)

For large roll angles abs(ϕ)> 10◦ the Kalman fil-ter switches to the calculated signal from the accel-eration sensors. Since the theoretical roll angle iscalculated purely from the vertical acceleration inthe motorcycle plane, this value is not signed, whichis why the sign is taken from the lateral accelera-tion (Eq. 16). The additional roll angle due to tirewidth is calculated from the quotient of the lateralacceleration and vertical acceleration (Eq. 17). Thesum (Eq. 18) of the two calculated values gives thestationary roll angle.

ϕaz = sign(ay,mcy) ·acos
(

g
−az,mcy

)
(16)

ϕay = atan
(

ay,mcy

az,mcy

)
(17)

ϕmeas,acc = ϕaz +ϕay (18)
Since the calculated roll angle channels are onlyvalid for stationary cornering and a pure integra-tion of the roll rate does not deliver a sufficient re-sult (see [32]), the suitability of the algorithm fordynamic driving maneuvers is achieved by fusionwith the roll rate with the use of a linear KalmanFilter (for details, see e.g. [41]).The following state vector is used where ϕmeasrefers to the calculated roll angles in Eqs. 15 and18. The roll rate ϕ̇ is the actually measured andtransformed value from the smartphone ωx,mcy.

x = [ϕmeas, ϕ̇]
T (19)

2.5 Course Angle CalculationThe course angle signal calculated in the smart-phone with the GPS positions is already availablein the recorded measurement data record throughthe GPS API; short for Application Programming
Interface. However, after evaluating several testdrives, this signal does not meet the requirementsfor a more precise evaluation. The inaccuracy is dueto sporadic outages and the time resolution of themeasurement signal (1Hz sampling rate). As a con-sequence, a function is integrated into the postpro-cessing environment which allows the calculation ofthe course angle from the recorded GPS positions.For the calculation, it should be noted that the GPScoordinate system is not Cartesian and thereforethe points are first transferred to a Cartesian systemvia UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator) transfor-mation (see e.g. [42]). Using this method, the earth’ssurface is in parts transformed into a Cartesian co-ordinate system. Equation 20 shows the formulaon which the calculation with the transformed co-ordinates is based. The indices ”2” and ”1” in thiscontext denote successive measured data pointswhere the calculation variables x and y originatefrom the UTM transformation.

cos(ψ) =
y2− y1√

(x2− x1)
2 +(y2− y1)

2
(20)

The result of the calculated course angle pro-vides the angle between the direction of travel andthe north direction. As a result, maximum values of
±180◦ are thus achieved, which must be taken intoaccount, for example, when calculating the changein course angle of curves.
2.6 Curvature and Curve CegmentationFor the determination of useful curve segments,the respective curve radius is calculated from the
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recorded driving data which can then be used forsegmentation of the data.
Curvature The curve radius can be calculated withdifferent data, however, the sometimes faulty (GPS)speed is usually included in the calculation term.The following formula is used to ensure that thisspeed is not included in the calculation as far aspossible:

Rc =
v · cos(ϕ)

ψ̇mcy
=

1
κ

(21)
The resulting signal is saved for further inquiriesas the inverse curve radius (curvature κ).

Curve segmentation To evaluate curve featureslike the maximum driven roll angle from a statis-tical point of view, automated data preparation andsegmentation has to be carried out to evaluate in-dividual events. For automated segmentation, thecurvature is searched for sign changes. A segmentbetween two sign changes is defined as a curve ifthe course angle of the motorcycle within the seg-ment changes by more than ψthresh = 10◦. Gorges etal. [43] set this value to ψthresh = 60◦ which is morerestrictively sorting out curve segments. Their curvedetection algorithm is not based on a course angledirectly, but they calculate the course angle differ-ence from the timespan, velocity and mean curveradius of the curve.
3. Measurement Chain Verification

After developing the methods to measure motor-cycle dynamics, they are verified by comparing thesmartphone measurement chain to a high precisioninertial measurement unit.
3.1 Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)
The ADMA5 G inertial measuring system fromGeneSys [28] is used for comparative measure-ments in Dresden and Darmstadt. ADMA G is ahigh-precision measuring system that was speciallydeveloped for vehicle dynamics measurements inthe automotive sector to determine acceleration,speed, position and rotation rates in all three spatialdirections while driving. A fusion algorithm (EKF) cal-culates speed, position and location in space fromthe raw data and compensates measurement inac-curacies of the individual sensors. In addition, thedrift behavior is compensated by using a GPS re-ceiver, resulting in a highly precise measurementsignal. The size of the ADMA is very compact so thatit can be easily attached to the motorcycle.The system has already been used in other stud-ies for measuring the driving dynamics and rollangle of motorcycles, so that it also appears suit-able for validating the smartphone. Schlipsing et

5Automotive Dynamic Motion Analyzer

al. [38] used the ADMA system for reference mea-surements of a low-cost IMU as well as for roll anglecalculation from camera data.
3.2 Test VehicleA BMW R1200 GS Adventure (K51) motorcycle isused for the comparison and validation measure-ments. Figure 11 shows the motorcycle on the testtrack with the measuring systems to be compared(Smartphone and ADMA).

Institut für Automobiltechnik Dresden IAD, Lehrstuhl Kraftfahrzeugtechnik

- Institut für Automobiltechnik Dresden  - Lehrstuhl Kraftfahrzeugtechnik

6

Smartphone IMU with GPS 
antenna

Figure 11. Test vehicle equipped with two dataacquisition systems
The IMU is fixed within the topcase for testingpurposes and connected to the on-board powersupply. In addition, the GPS antenna is mountedon the lid of the topcase. For data logging of theIMU-measurement-data, a laptop is used, which iscarried in the backpack of the rider. For the val-idation ride on the test tracks the smartphone iseither fixed on the pillion seat utilizing adhesivetape and a cover, on a professional fixture system(SW-Motech6) X-Grip or directly on fairing parts. Itshould be noted that both measuring systems mustbe installed on the vehicle so that they are fixed tothe body.

3.3 Test TracksTwo test tracks are used for the validation phase.The first one is an airfield near Darmstadt, see Fig-ure 12For the design of the Dresden test track, it wasimportant that the majority of the test track shouldrun on rural roads with many bends, as there is aparticular accumulation of fatal accidents. The routeselection is therefore also based on sections of the”Accident Atlas” of the German statistical offices ofthe federal and state governments. [44]As a general condition for the test track, thearea of the Technische Universität Dresden will bedefined as start and finish point. For the detailedplanning of the course, left and right curves shouldpreferably occur in equal parts. At the same time,
6SW-MOTECH GmbH & Co. KG, Rauschenberg, Germany
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The Darmstadt test track is assembled of different sections atthe August-Euler airfield nearby Darmstadt. With a total lengthof 4km, it is absolved in about 5 minutes. c©OpenStreetMapcontributors
Figure 12. Test track in Darmstadt

curves with as different radii as possible should becovered in the course of the route. Finally, this re-sults in the route shown in Figure 13.
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The Dresden test track has a total length of 84 km and a jour-ney time of about one hour and 45 minutes. A significantpart of the track has to be completed in the nearby Erzgebirge.c©OpenStreetMap contributors
Figure 13. Test track in Dresden

3.4 Test SetupThe test tracks in Darmstadt (DA) and Dresden (DD)are used in different combinations with the twoData Acquisition (DAQ) systems, see Table 2. IMUand Smartphone data are compared for the Darm-stadt (DA) proving ground and the Dresden testtrack (DD 1). Then, further studies are carried outwithout the IMU (DD 2)

Table 2. Data acquisition and test trackconfigurations
DAQ DA DD 1 DD 2

SmartphoneIMU

3.5 Method VerificationTo verify and validate the proposed method, wefirst give an overview of the basic motorcycle rolldynamic parameters. Then, the data quality deliv-ered by our additional calculations or estimationsis investigated. Since the coordinate transforma-tion algorithm is an important part of the wholemeasurement chain, we deliver a practical examplefor the reproducibility of our whole measurementchain comparing three smartphones mounted onone motorcycle in different orientations. Finally,the data quality delivered by the most importantsensors is investigated.
Overview In the same manner, as the authors doin [36], we depict the speed, roll and yaw rates, rollangle and roll angle error graphs within Figure 14.Concentrating on the roll angle plot ϕ , the tracesshow an excellent correlation between the ground- truth - data from the IMU and the smartphonemeasurement chain. The difference plot ∆ϕ on thebottom reveals that typical deviations while station-ary cornering or riding straight are at max. 3◦ andwhile rolling dynamically, the deviations are below
6◦. Despite the data are synchronised by their GPS- timestamps, the biggest deviation source can beseen as the time lag between the systems. Espe-cially due to the roll rate being over twice as fastas in [36], bigger roll angle deviations would be ex-pected, but do not occur. The RMSE value for ϕ is
1.8◦ for this example dataset and typical values liearound 2◦. Switching between the calculated rollangle channels to be fed into the Kalman Filter at
ϕ = 10◦ has no negative effect on the estimation.
Curvature Small curve radii (κ > 0.1) are calculatedinaccurately from the measurement data due toerror propagation, but larger curve radii are almostidentical to the IMU result, see Figure 15.The biggest error here is due to the low samplingrate of the GPS. Therefore, a function is integratedinto the post-processing algorithm that detects im-plausible values of the inverse curve radius and setsthe inverse curve radius to 0 for those cases. Thethreshold value is κthresh = 0.25 1

m , which correspondsto a curve radius of RC ≤ 4m and less. Curves witheven smaller radii are not relevant. Despite the ab-sence of an unreadable error plot, we can state thatthe curve radius estimation error for the stationarycurves around 45s is about 3m and from 150s about4m. These errors are acceptable and far better thanan inverse curve radius calculated from GPS dataonly.
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Figure 14. Typical Motorcycle Dynamics Parameters: Speed, Rotational Rates and Roll Angle.
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Figure 15. Comparison of the curvature calculation

Segmentation Figure 16 on the right shows thegraph of the curve κ . As there are left and rightcurves within the driven route (see GPS map on theleft), there are positive and negative values for κ .
When the segmentation algorithm from section2.6 is applied to the data, the curve segments areeffectively separated from the straight or slalom sec-tions. Each colour-highlighted section correspondsto one curve segment which can then be used forfurther feature extraction.
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Figure 16. Curve segmentation

Coordinate Transformation The goal of the coordi-nate transformation algorithm is to enable repro-ducible measurement values. The authors, there-fore, present a comparison of the calculated rollangle of three differently mounted smartphoneswith parallel data acquisition of the IMU. The resultsshown before in Figure 14 are the ones from thesecond smartphone in Figure 17 which shows thetest configuration for the coordinate transforma-tion test.
To be able to compare the datasets in Figure 18,the time offset between the datasets is calculatedvia the logged GPS - times and their known origins.
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17.07.2020 Folie 3

Berechnung Rollwinkel

Mittels Kalman Filter

Figure 17. Three smartphones mounted on the testmotorcycle in different orientations

It can be stated that the result of the transfor-mation algorithm provides an excellent result asthe roll angle estimations with the transformed in-ertial data still show a good correlation with thehigh - precision IMU for different orientations. Thecomparison between the smartphones shows thattypical deviations while stationary cornering are be-low 3◦ . The largest errors occur during dynamicrolling with max. 9◦. RMSE values are below 2.2◦.
Table 3. Transformation angles for the testconfiguration

# 1 2 3type Huawei P20 lite LG G6 LG G7 fit
ϕSP 19.6◦ 3.6◦ 2.7◦

θSP 15.8◦ 18.6◦ 32.5◦

ψSP 38.7◦ 105.4◦ 86.7◦

Despite there are no real angle measurementsto compare the smartphone orientation angles to,we want to give numbers as ”rule of thumb” forthe estimation of the orientation angles. Based onstandard deviations, the pitch and roll angles usuallyare within an interval of σϕ,θ = ±5◦ and the yawangle can be estimated by σψ = ±10◦. However,by picking the median of the estimated angles, themethod becomes rather robust to outliers in theestimated angles.
Rotational Rates As the rotational rates form thebasis of the calculations and therefore could be anerror source for the following methods, they shouldalso be assessed regarding their quality. However,they can only be compared with the IMU data afterbeing transformed into the motorcycle coordinatesystem. The roll and yaw rate are further investi-gated.A roll rate time plot (see Figure 19) shows that thegraphs overlay so that they cannot be distinguishedfrom each other. An error plot at the bottom showsthat the three smartphones deliver a maximum roll
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Figure 18. Roll Angle Error Plot / Transformationmethod test
rate error of 6◦/s for absolute values of about 130◦/s.That results in a relative roll rate error of under 5%.
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Figure 19. Roll Rate Error Plot
The yaw rate time plot (see Figure 20) revealsnearly the same overlaying quality compared to theroll rate graphs. While the maximum yaw rate valueis nearly 60◦/s, the maximum error is 7◦/s whichresults in a relative yaw rate error of under 12%.While the yaw rate does not show a system-atic error correlation, the roll rate error is cross-correlated to the estimated roll angle ϕ with R = 0.8.The reason for this correlated deviation could bean angle estimation problem within the coordinatetransformation algorithm. Looking also into thepitch rate error data which is not depicted here it
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Figure 20. Yaw Rate Error Plot

becomes clear that this is also cross-correlated tothe roll angle, but only with R = 40%. From the mo-torcycle dynamics point of view, this means that theproblem can be located to the yaw angle estima-tion of the smartphone rotation. If the yaw angleestimation ψ̂SP alone is incorrect, the yaw rate willbe uncorrelated to the roll angle, but the pitch androll rate will be affected by the estimation error sothat the rotation rates are ”crosstalking” into eachother because of their misaligned axes. The resultsfor the rotational rate sensors are very encouraging.Further studies should include an enhancement ofthe smartphone yaw angle estimation.
Longitudinal Acceleration & Velocity Regarding theGPS velocity, in Figure 21 the data channels fromthe three smartphones are shown. First of all, therough peaks from smartphone (3) (orange) can beseen. The main reason is that the additional ruggedaluminum cover restricts the GPS receiver so thatthe quality is worse compared to the other phones.The smartphones (1) and (2) without a cover deliverbetter quality, but still with a maximum error of upto 31 km/h. These results are congruent with Nealeet al. [45] whereby it may be stated that the lowsample rate of 1 Hz is not suitable to follow ”hard”accelerating motorcycles, but riding stationary, er-rors are small and typically below 5km/h.

The transformed longitudinal accelerationrecorded by the internal sensor is acquired with ahigher sample rate compared to the GPS receiver.In Figure 22, the IMU and smartphone longitudinalaccelerations are shown. The IMU acceleration isgiven in a horizonted coordinate system whereasthe smartphone accelerations are left in themotorcycle coordinate system as the smartphone(and motorcycle) pitch angle is unknown for now.
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Figure 21. Velocity Error Plot

The maximum error here is 1.5m/s2 and occurswhile stationary cornering. Even when acceleratingor decelerating substantially (|ax| ≈ 8m/s2), errorsare below 1m/s2. The RMSE values for the wholetest maneuver are closely around 0.4m/s2.
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Figure 22. Longitudinal Acceleration Error Plot
As the smartphones themselves show nearlyidentical values, a systematic error source can beidentified as the missing pitch angle correction.Thus, the smartphone acceleration sensors may notbe blamed as the main error contributors.

Validation on Dresden test track The same investi-gations as described in the preceding paragraphswere also carried out for the Dresden test track(configuration DD1). Despite some GPS outagesin narrow valleys or deep forest, no additional error
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sources or drawbacks in the overall method couldbe identified.
3.6 Proband StudyAfter the validation of the whole measurementchain, a proband study with 15 participants was car-ried out. To avoid wrong expectations, we do notwant to present the detailed findings of the study,because all the data collected by us was fused with adataset from another measurement campaign andpresented by Pless et al. [46] which can be under-stood as an accompanying paper to this work. Afterfusing the datasets, they look further into the aggre-gated data and provide valuable findings for futuremotorcycle safety research.In our part of the study, different private test ve-hicles were involved and because of that, it was notpossible to develop a uniform holder for the smart-phone that is suitable for all motorcycles. Therefore,the smartphone is installed in a simple, quickly ex-changeable solution with adhesive tape directly onthe seat behind the driver (see Figure 23). Fromthe past measurements in the validation phase, itis known that the fixture on the seat causes muchfewer vibrations in the smartphone signals.

Figure 23. Fixation of the smartphone: Twoexamples
In Figure 24 the driven lean angles for all curvesegments (see section 2.6) and all probands aregraphed for left and right curves. It can be seen thatthe riders nearly use the same lean angles for leftand right curves. The graph shows that in 80% of theobservations, for example, the roll angle is up to 25◦.Roll angles of more than 30◦, which are generally stillconsidered to be harmless, are therefore exceededin just 10% of observations.

4. Results and Discussion
In the presented paper, we proofed the applicabilityof a low-cost smartphone-measurement-toolchainfor the investigation of driven lean angles of largerider collectives. Thereby, all hardware smartphonesensors showed a good performance in the overallvalidation. The low sampling rate of the GPS receiverled to some limitations. The power of the developedmeasurement-toolchain could also be shown in aproband study highlighting that the driven lean an-gles are under 25◦ in 80% of all observations.
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Figure 24. Observed lean angle maxima in left andright turns

The performance of the toolchain is mainlybased on splitting it into an on- and offline part. Inthe online part, the developed Android application“MotoLogger” focuses on high usability and stabledata measurement. In the offline part, the imple-mented MATLAB R© processing-toolchain ensures anexact and customizable big data analysis featuringthe following highlights: (1) highly robust and motor-cycle adapted coordinate transformation algorithm,(2) roll angle estimation using a linear Kalman fil-ter considering the additional roll angle due to tirewidth and smartphone sensor quality, (3) raw datafiltering, (4) course angle calculation and (5) curvesegmentation based on curvature being able to an-alyze a large rider collective.
Future research should especially focus on en-hancing GPS sensor performance by fusion algo-rithms. Apart from that, a pitch angle correction forthe longitudinal acceleration signal could also beforeseen in future developments.
In general, researchers could use the developedtoolchain for investigating driven lean angles on alarge scale. Regarding measurement technology,motorcycles could from now on be equipped withsmartphones as they deliver an attractive compro-mise of price and data quality. From this, specificsafety measures for reducing motorcycle accidentscould be derived. Furthermore, the toolchain couldbe the basis for recognizing rider styles (e.g. [47,48]) and thus adapting the motorcycle’s responseto each rider individually. Gaining more specificdata about the ridden motorcycles, even the esti-mation of tire width could theoretically be possible.Given the increasing automation of road traffic, thetoolchain could be further developed for describingtest scenarios to assess automated driving systems[49, 50] or evaluate the effectiveness of safety func-tions for motorcycles [51].
Finally, practitioners could use the gained knowl-edge to develop a special lean angle training with
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direct lean-angle feedback on the riders’ smart-phones.
5. Conclusion

Driven lean angles of motorcycle rider collectivescan be reliably measured by mid-class smartphones,embedded in a holistic measurement toolchain.While the smartphone focuses on collecting rawdata, an offline MATLAB R© environment realizesthe data analysis and lean angle calculation. Ingeneral, all smartphone hardware sensors aresuitable for dynamic data collection, except theGPS-sensor lacking a sufficient sampling rate. Theroll angle estimation algorithm is based on a linearKalman filter and supported by a robust coordinatetransformation algorithm. A big data analysis isensured by an automatic curve segmentation.
Smartphones as research tools have gained in-creased attention in the last years. Now, for thefirst time, a holistic measurement toolchain usingsmartphones was established and validated to in-vestigate driven lean angles on a large scale. Thus,lean angles of large rider collectives can be inves-tigated in future easily with (1) a low-cost mobilemeasurement tool and (2) with private motorcycles.We anticipate that our toolchain will help to derivespecific safety measures for reducing motorcycleaccidents. Moreover, rider styles could be investi-gated in more detail and a lean angle training withdirect feedback could be established.
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